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SET UP
2 x Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 professional DJ
multi-players.
1 x Pioneer DJ DJM-S11 professional scratch
style 2-channel DJ mixer.
1 Laptop stand positioned on the right of the
booth.
DJM-S11 professional scratch style 2-channel
DJ mixer must be updated to the latest
firmware Link to update.
All CDJ-3000 professional DJ multi-players
must be updated to the latest firmware Link
to update. 
All of the above must be properly connected,
fully functional, and of good quality (no
broken buttons/faders, etc.)

option 1 (preferred)

https://www.pioneerdj.com/en/product/mixer/djm-s11/black/support/#info
https://www.pioneerdj.com/en/product/player/cdj-3000/black/support/


1 Pioneer DDJ SRT 1000 for Serato only. (Alternative: Pioneer
DJ DDJ-SZ2)
Sound system with suitable power for the venue.
1-2 high power monitor speakers pointed towards the DJ at
ear level. In the event that it is only possible to place the
monitor on one side, it must be on the right side of the DJ.
Monitors must be controlled by DJ via the booth output on
the DJ controller/mixer. The system shall also be free of all
earth hums and electrical buzzes.
1 wireless microphone (Shure preferred) connected to the
controller or mixer.
All of the above must be properly connected, fully functional,
and of good quality (no broken buttons/faders, etc.)EQU

IPM
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option 2 



Sound system with suitable power for the venue.
1-2 high power monitor speakers pointed towards the DJ at
ear level. In the event that it is only possible to place the
monitor on one side, it must be on the right side of the DJ.
Monitors must be controlled by DJ via the booth output on
the DJ controller/mixer. The system shall also be free of all
earth hums and electrical buzzes.
1 wireless microphone (Shure preferred) connected to the
controller or mixer.EQU
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EQU
IPM

ENT Waist height DJ Booth or Table -
ideally a 6’ x 2’ Ally Deck on 90cm
Scaff Legs, or an Equinox DJ Booth,
or similar. Booth/Table should be
draped or covered at the front
and sides all the way to the floor,
to hide wiring. Equipment should
be placed on a flat, solid and
stable surface, free from any
vibration and movement.
Surge protector positioned inside
of the DJ booth for additional plug
ins. 
Desktop fan AND one large fan
positioned opposite of the
monitor. 
Table or shelving for DJ
bag/essentials
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The DJ must be visible to the audience and the
area should be efficiently lit.
30-45 min sound check prior to event start. 
Please let us know if the Venue/Event has the
option of LED Wall. We will send logos.
4 bottles of water.

MUST HAVES
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THANKS
djtyalexander.com

MGMT: tanisha@therebelleagency.com 


